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This article aims to shape understandings of the geographies of informal education by exploring an aspect of education that has been broadly overlooked by geographers—apprenticeships—within a Global South context. Drawing on qualitative research conducted in Accra, Ghana, where young male and female apprentices learn a trade alongside master craftspeople, the nature of the apprenticeship system and how it is evolving are explored. The article develops an analytical framework for examining the dynamics of informal education with three core elements: the people and everyday praxes; the materialities, technologies, and spatialities of the learning process; and the regulatory apparatus. The apprenticeship system in Ghana is shown to be constantly evolving, with some aspects of the learning process remaining informal, some being formalized, and still others informalized; the extent and nature of these processes vary between trades and over time. The article thus demonstrates how the boundary between informal and formal education is far from clear-cut, with processes of informalization and formalization occurring concomitantly. Calls are made to expand the agenda of geographies of informal education in both the Global North and South to incorporate livelihood-related issues, including apprenticeships, and geographers are challenged to rethink the informal–formal divide within education. This timely research thus forms part of broader trends to consider how addressing the Global South forces a rethinking and revisioning of theoretical frameworks.
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本文旨在通过探讨在全球南方脉络中至今被地理学者大幅忽略的教育面向——学徒制，以形塑对非正式教育地理学的理解。运用在迦纳阿克拉这个年轻男女学徒向工匠师傅学习交易之地进行的质性研究，探讨学徒制的系统本质及其如何演变。本文发展一个包含三大核心元素的分析架构来检视非正式教育：人们与每日生活实践；学习过程的物质性、科技和空间性；以及规范的机制。迦纳的学徒制系不断地演变，该学习过程的若干面向仍保持非正式，若干面向已正式化，而有其他面向则被非正式化；这些过程的范围与本质，随著时间以及在各交易之间有所差异。本文因而展现非正式与正式教育之间的界线如何与清晰相去甚远，而非正式化与正式化的过程则同时发生。本研究号召同时扩张全球北方与南方的非正式教育地理学议程，以涵括包括学徒制等与生计相关的议题，而地理学者受到重新思考教育中的正式—非正式分野之挑战。此一及时的研究因而构成广泛趋势的一部分，考量应对全球南方如何迫使重新思考和重新展望理论架构。关键词：非洲，学徒制，教育，迦纳，非正式。

El propósito de este artículo es configurar el modo de entender las geografías de la educación informal explorando un aspecto de la educación que ha sido notoriamente ignorado por los geógrafos hasta ahora —los aprendizajes— dentro del contexto del Sur Global. Con base en investigación cualitativa llevada a cabo en Accra, Ghana, donde los jóvenes aprendices de ambos sexos se entrenan en un oficio al lado de artesanos duchos, se explora la naturaleza del sistema de enseñanza y el modo como éste está evolucionando. El artículo desarrolla un marco analítico para examinar la dinámica de la educación informal centrado en tres elementos: la gente y las prácticas cotidianas; las materialidades, tecnologías y espacialidades de los procesos de aprendizaje; y el aparato regulador. El sistema de formación de Ghana es visto como algo en constante evolución, en el que algunos aspectos del proceso de enseñanza siguen siendo informales, algunos en proceso de formalización y otros incluso informalizados; el ámbito y naturaleza de estos procesos varía entre los oficios y a través del tiempo. De ese modo el artículo demuestra cómo el límite entre la educación informal y la formal está lejos de la claridad, con procesos de informalización y formalización que ocurren...
concomitante. Se formulan peticiones para que se expanda la agenda de las geografías de la educación informal, tanto en el Norte como el Sur Globales, para incorporar cuestiones relacionadas con el sustento, incluyendo programas de aprendizaje, y a los geógrafos se les reta para que vuelvan a pensar la divisoria informal–formal en la educación. Esta investigación oportuna, entonces, hace parte de la más amplia tendencia de considerar cómo el estudiar el Sur Global obliga a un repensamiento y revisión de los marcos teóricos. Palabras clave: África, aprendizaje, educación, Ghana, informal.

Geographies of education have evolved over the past decade to become an emerging sub-discipline making important contributions to our understanding of the “recursive production of education, space and society” (Pini et al. 2017, 13). Several reviews of the field (Collins and Coleman 2008; Hanson Thiem 2009; Holloway and Jöns 2012) and special issues (McCreary and Basu, and Godlewska 2013; Mills and Kraftl 2016; Pini et al. 2017) have highlighted the diversity of topics and approaches that fall within the subdiscipline. The majority of studies, however, have focused on mainstream education in the Global North, which has shaped the ways in which we view and conceptualize spaces of education. Calls have been made for geographies of education to become more spatially diverse by studying other spaces of education and by being more global in their scope (Holloway et al. 2010). Recent publications on alternative education spaces (Kraftl 2013a, 2013b, 2015) and informal education (Mills and Kraftl 2014) highlight how geographers have begun to respond to these calls, making important contributions to our understanding of education outside of the mainstream. What picture of informal education emerges, however, when we give priority to Southern experiences (cf. Connell 2007)?

This article aims to shape understandings of the geographies of informal education by exploring an aspect of education that has been broadly overlooked by geographers to date—apprenticeships—within a Global South context. In recent years, apprenticeships have featured in policy agendas in both the Global North and South, as “introducing,” “modernizing,” “upgrading,” or “formalizing” apprenticeships are seen as ways to react to the mounting youth unemployment crisis and ease school-to-work transitions (Fuller and Unwin 2009; Palmer 2009; Busso et al. 2017). Moreover, scholars in other disciplines have studied apprenticeships (see, e.g., articles in special issues of Journal of Vocational Education and Training [Fuller and Unwin 2011] and Journal of Education and Training [E. Smith 2016]), including within a West African context (see, among others, Peil 1970; Obidi 1995; Argenti 2002; Palmer 2007, 2009; Jaarsma et al. 2011; Aryeetey et al. 2013). As Patchett (2017) claimed, however, despite geographers having “long demonstrated an interest in charting the geographical and bodily dynamics of work and employment … very little attention has been paid to apprenticeships” (31). This is an unfortunate oversight because apprenticeships have long been one of the chief sources of skill formation and technological change across the globe. As geographers, we have the potential to make important contributions to understanding apprenticeships by investigating how they vary within and across a range of contexts at different spatial and temporal scales and, in doing so, challenge humanistic conceptions of learning, which have dominated the primarily anthropological literature.

Drawing on qualitative research conducted in Accra, Ghana, where young male and female apprentices learn a trade alongside master craftspersons, the following key questions are addressed: Who is involved in informal education and what characterizes the learning process? How do the changing materialities, technologies, and spatialities of learning affect informal education? In what ways are informal education spaces connected to and regulated by formal spaces? The article draws on rich empirical data from a study of four quite different trades—dressmaking, hairdressing, cane weaving, and auto repair—highlighting the complexity and diversity of the apprenticeship system in Ghana.

Our analysis of apprenticeships in a Global South context resonates beyond the geographical focus of this study, raising a number of important issues with implications for widening understandings of informal education and for the burgeoning work on geographies of education. First, we demonstrate the importance of bringing regulatory institutions into an analytical framework for studying informal education that also includes analyses of people, everyday praxes, power relations, materialities, technologies, and spatialities. Second, we show how some elements of the apprenticeship system are being formalized whereas others remain informal and some are even informalizing; the extent and nature of these...
processes vary between trades and over time. This highlights the blurred distinction between formality and informality and the extensive links between the two, which have been widely rehearsed in debates on employment in the Global South (Meagher 1995; Potts 2008) but overlooked in an educational context. Third, we highlight how informal education is important for generating meaningful livelihoods, indicating the need to expand the current cultural geographical focus of research on informal education emanating from the Global North. This timely research thus forms part of broader trends to consider how addressing the Global South forces a rethinking and revisioning of theoretical frameworks (Parnell and Robinson 2012; Lemanski 2014), linked to attempts to decolonize the discipline (Esson et al. 2017; Radcliffe 2017).

Conceptualizing Informal Education

Informal education—a form of learning that occurs in and through everyday life—has long been recognized as playing an important role in young people’s learning, as well as their wider socialization (Mills and Kraftl 2014). Recent research by geographers has contributed to these discussions through studies focusing on informal learning within the school environment (Cartwright 2012; Sadlier 2014) and in an array of leisure spaces such as Scout camps, the Boys Brigade, music rehearsal spaces, and so on (Bannister 2014; Dickens and Lonie 2014; Kyle 2014; Mills 2015, 2016). These studies have been predominately undertaken in a Global North context and mostly adopt a cultural geographical lens focusing on learning related to citizenship, consciousness raising, empowerment, personal development, empathy, and other “soft skills.” Limited attention has been directed by geographers to informal education spaces where livelihood-related skills are learned, such as workplaces; a notable exception is Aufseeser’s (2014) study of informal learning by street children, which highlights how work can be a key site of learning for young people.

Despite having varied forms, there are some key characteristics of informal education that set it apart from formal education (T. A. Smith and Phillips 2017). First, informal education typically denotes bodily learning and the acquisition of skills through observation, whereas formal education tends to focus more on theoretical and abstract learning via oral or written forms. Second, in contrast to formal education, informal education is portrayed as not connected to a particular place or institution (e.g., school or university), not being institutionalized through fixed curricula and the provision of certification, and not instigated by the state. Third, informal education is identified less with reproducing wider societal norms regarding expected knowledge but rather as belonging to more localized communities, making it “less conservative and more flexible, serving the learners better” (T. A. Smith and Phillips 2017, 70). Moreover, informal education is often portrayed as stemming from young people’s motivation to “belong” to certain communities of practice (T. A. Smith and Phillips 2017), with young people assumed to opt in willingly because of genuine interest and a desire to learn (Mills and Kraftl 2014). As we show in this article, these key characteristics do not necessarily hold in a Global South context and overlook the importance of informal education in relation to livelihoods and the role of power relations. This highlights the need for a rethinking of geographies of informal education away from one that is exclusively focused on the Global North to a conceptualization that is informed by Southern experiences (Connell 2007).

The focus of this article is on apprenticeships, which typically involve work-based learning in an informal education setting. Apprenticeship as a model of learning forms a key part of the vocational education and training systems of many countries and has been drawn on to inform theories of learning (Lave and Wenger 1991). The term apprenticeship is often used metaphorically to denote “the journey that an individual takes in order to acquire the specific disciplinary and vocational knowledge, applied skills, values and processes/rules associated with a particular occupation (in essence, an occupational identity)” (Fuller and Unwin 2009, 405). The term is also recognized internationally as a framework for skills formation “based on a set of reciprocal rights and obligations between employer and trainee which are set out in an agreement or contract” (Gospel and Fuller, as cited in Fuller and Unwin 2009, 405).

Although apprenticeships are often conceived of as being rigid, authoritarian, and inflexible, there is a growing body of literature that shows that they are much more fluid and geographically dynamic and diverse than is generally understood (Patchett 2017).
Many different types of apprenticeships and ways of organizing them exist, and apprenticeship systems evolve over time in response to a range of processes. As Fuller and Unwin (2011) argued, “The concept of apprenticeship is being stretched in different ways in response to social, political and economic challenges, some of which come from within the countries themselves, whilst others bear down from the supra-national level and reflect the pressures of globalization and the current crisis in global capital” (262).

As a system involving work-based learning, often operating beyond the regulatory state apparatus, apprenticeships are typically categorized as an informal system of learning that is “embedded in a social network of informal customs, rules and enforcement mechanisms” (Schraven et al. 2013, 3). As Fuller and Unwin (1998) argued, however, the distinction between formal and informal education is often problematic “because it implies the superiority of learning which takes place within educational institutions over, and distinct from, that which occurs in settings such as the workplace” (158). This article shows how apprenticeship systems exhibit different degrees of formalization, are regulated by governments and other actors to varying degrees, and have differing links to formal educational institutions.

In the Global South, the term informal apprenticeship is often used to describe the system by which an apprentice acquires the skills for a trade or craft in a micro or small enterprise, learning and working alongside an experienced practitioner. The terminology used is not uniform, however, with terms such as traditional apprenticeship and apprenticeship in the informal economy also found. Despite these variances, it is widely recognized that informal education through apprenticeships is a prominent means for young people to acquire skills across the Global South, particularly in countries with large informal economies. This is the case in West African countries, where a body of literature has explored a range of aspects of apprenticeships, including motivations (Aryeetey, Doh, and Andoh 2013), skills acquisition and learning the trade (Peil 1970; Obidi 1995; Frazer 2006; Palmer 2007; Schraven et al. 2013), materiality (Wallaert-Pêtre 2001; Jaarsma et al. 2011), power relations (Argenti 2002), organization of trades (Lloyd 1953), preparation for work (Haan and Serrière 2002; Hanson 2005; Ahadzie 2009), noncompletion (Donkor 2012), and policies to support apprenticeships (Fluitman 1992; Palmer 2009).

This article adds new perspectives to the West African literature by adopting an original analytical framework that brings these various aspects together and illustrates how the changes identified differ between trades and over time.

Inspired by the approach adopted by Mills and Kraftl (2014) in their key text on informal education, we develop a three-pronged analytical framework to capture the dynamics, complexities, and practices of informal education, shaped by experiences from the Global South. First, we focus on the people and everyday praxes involved in informal education; that is, the (young) trainees, practitioners, and educators “that literally ‘do’, ‘enable’ or ‘facilitate’ informal education” (Mills and Kraftl 2014, 11) and how they do it. This involves examining the motivations, experiences, challenges, and aspirations of both educators and learners; the power relations among the various actors involved; and how these affect the learning process. Second, a focus on the materialities, technologies, and spatialities of the learning environment directs attention to the physical elements that enable the learning to take place. By examining the physical layout of the learning environment (Jaarsma et al. 2011), as well as the material practices and technologies used (Mills and Kraftl 2014), we incorporate a spatial element into the analysis. Third, diverging from Mills and Kraftl (2014), who emphasized the political motivation that drives informal education, we emphasize the role of the regulatory apparatus of informal learning and the importance of charting the institutional framework surrounding the learning process. This involves illuminating how informal learning spaces are affected by, interact with, and are connected to formal institutions and formal learning spaces.

Through adopting this three-pronged analytical framework, we illustrate the ways in which the three dimensions are closely interlinked and change over time. By analyzing how informal education varies over space and time, we show how informal learning spaces evolve in response to both local and global processes.

**Exploring Informal Education in Ghana**

Although Ghana has experienced high levels of economic growth in recent years, this has not translated into increased formal employment. The vast
majority of jobs are found in the informal sector, which is characterized by insecure employment, irregular and low wages, and poor working conditions (Langevang 2008; Langevang et al. 2015). Like elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa, for the predominantly youthful population the chances of obtaining formal employment are slim regardless of the level of education completed (Gough and Langevang 2016). Despite this prevailing situation, formal education is still prized very highly by Ghanaians. Spurred on by the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) for universal access to primary education, primary school attendance in most African countries has increased dramatically in recent decades (Rolleston 2011), and in Ghana the rate is now over 90 percent. Although the six years of primary school and three years of junior high school (JHS) have been free of charge for several decades, the final three years of senior high school (SHS) were fee paying until 2017. Not only has SHS until recently been expensive, but gaining entry is highly competitive due to limited spaces, resulting in only around 40 percent of students who complete JHS continuing to SHS (Aryeetey, Doh, and Andoh 2013). The many young people who are unable to proceed to, or complete, SHS are derogatively referred to as “school dropouts” and often suffer discrimination and a lack of self-confidence. Consequently, despite the lack of availability of formal jobs for young people with school leaving certificates, obtaining one is still an aspiration for the majority of youth (Langevang 2008; Jones and Chant 2009; Porter et al. 2011).

A popular option for young people unable to continue in the formal education system is to turn to postbasic vocational education in the form of the apprenticeship system, which, although prevalent throughout Africa, is especially widespread and has a long history in western Africa, including Ghana (Lloyd 1953; Peil 1970; Fluitman 1992; Obidi 1995; Frazer 2006; Ahadzie 2009). Apprenticeships in Ghana originated as a way to reproduce skills within families and communities and hence were restricted to young people who belonged to a particular family or community. There were no contracts, payments, or certifications (Peil 1970; Palmer 2009). A similar observation has also been made for apprenticeships in other West African countries such as Cameroon (Wallaert-Petre 2001; Argenti 2002) and Nigeria (Lloyd 1953; Obidi 1995). This has changed, however, and today apprenticeships are widely claimed to be responsible for 80 to 90 percent of skills training in Ghana (Palmer 2007; Donkor 2012; Aryeetey, Doh, and Andoh 2013). Although the learning process has continued to be primarily practical and work-based, with the instruction being conducted by so-called masters and madams (collectively known as master craftspersons), their apprentices might come from far and wide. The master craftspersons do not operate with a formal curriculum and the system is primarily self-regulated, with limited support or control by the government. The roots of this informal education are thus traditional but its current manifestations are contemporary (Hanson 2005).

Many trades in Ghana are highly gendered, and “gender stereotypes are still very strong in skills choices made by trainees” (Aryeetey, Doh, and Andoh 2013, 148). As Schraven et al. (2013) found in their survey of apprenticeships in Ghana, female apprentices are primarily concentrated in two occupations—seamstress and hairdresser—whereas male apprentices are found in a wide range of occupations. For the purposes of this study, four trades—two predominantly female and two predominantly male—were selected: The female trades were the most common ones (seamstress and hairdresser), whereas for the male trades a more traditional (cane weaving) and a more modern (auto repair) trade were selected. The size of businesses found within each of these trades varies slightly, with many being operated solely by the owner, whereas others have one or two informal employees and potentially one or more apprentices. It is not so much the type of trade that determines the profitability of a business but rather the skills, access to finance, and contacts of the owner; that is, there is as much variability within trades as between trades.

The research took place in Accra, which, as the capital city and major economic hub, is the center of political and economic decision making in the country (Grant and Yankson 2003). The city has also long been a key site for apprenticeship training (Peil 1970). Key locations for each trade were selected within Accra for the fieldwork. For the auto repairers, this was the Odawna light industrial area located at the western edge of the central business district of Accra, where vehicle repair activities have been taking place since the early 1960s on a vast area of land allocated for the purpose by the government (Yankson and Owusu 2015). In the case of the cane weavers, three roadides within Accra were
studied: Motorway Extension, Spintex Road, and Cantonments. In addition, some fieldwork took place in the village of Enyiresi in the eastern region, about 70 km north of Accra, as many of the apprentices had returned to their hometowns because it was the low season for cane weaving. As the work locations of hairdressers and seamstresses are not clustered but rather are spread throughout Accra, primarily in low-income residential areas, several such areas were studied.

To generate knowledge of the people involved in the apprenticeship system in Ghana and explore how apprenticeships are “performed, rehearsed and experienced in practice” (Mills and Kraft 2014, 11), twenty apprentices and young workers were interviewed for each trade (eighty in total), along with several master craftspersons (sixteen in total). During these interviews, the changing materialities and technologies of the various trades were examined and how these “enable and negotiate experiences of informal education” (Mills and Kraft 2014, 12). To investigate the regulation of the learning environment and the fluidity of the informal–formal education boundary, interviews were also held with all four respective trade associations and with a number of government agencies, including the National Vocational Training Institute (NVTI) and the Council for Technical and Vocational Education and Training (COTVET). All of these semistructured interviews, which lasted between forty-five and ninety minutes, were conducted by the authors either in English or in a local language, depending on the preference of the interviewees. Some of the interviews were recorded and subsequently transcribed, and detailed notes were taken during the other interviews, because either the environment was not conducive to recording or the respondent was unwilling to be recorded. It is these data that form the empirical core of this article.

Evolving Apprenticeship System

The nature of the apprenticeship system and how it is evolving in Ghana are explored in this section, focusing first on the people and process of learning; second on the materialities, technologies, and spatialities of the learning process; and third on the regulation of the learning environment.

People and Everyday Praxes

Across the trades, at the start of an apprenticeship an oral contract is established and fees are paid by the apprentice’s sponsor to the master craftsperson, both in money and in kind and again at graduation. The fees charged vary according to the relationship of the master craftsperson with the apprentice’s parents, their ability to pay, and the fees charged by others (Breyer 2007). Cane weaving still mainly attracts young people from villages in the Eastern and Western Regions where the cane weaving skill developed, even though the actual production has moved away from these communities of origin to Accra. The other occupations do not have the same kind of attachment to a particular place from where apprentices are drawn. Social networks, however, remain key in establishing apprenticeship contracts for all the trades. Often the parents or guardians of a potential apprentice will approach a master crafts-person, whom they either know or have had recommended to them by family or friends. This highlights the importance of intergenerationality (Vanderbeck 2007) and in particular the significance of the authority structure within families (Holloway et al. 2010), in the process of a young person embarking on a particular apprenticeship. As Frazer (2006) claimed, drawing up a contract with an apprentice’s parents or other sponsor is perceived to increase the commitment of the apprentice to completing his or her service, as to abscond would damage the reputation of the entire family; it also reflects the power structure within families.

Young people’s motivations for entering an apprenticeship differ somewhat between the different trades. Regarding the cane weavers, the lack of modernization of the production process, work location along roadsides, and traditional products has resulted in the business being seen by many young people as only for school “dropouts” from rural areas. Although a few young people learn the skills as they grow up, most do not; rather, on leaving school and looking for work, they are advised by their parents or guardians that cane weaving is a good craft for them to learn. As the masters come from the same villages as most of the apprentices, connections are easily made for the young men to start an apprenticeship and make the move to Accra. As an apprentice explained:

The reason why we came into this business is that our brothers are in Accra so if you complete JHS and your
mother doesn’t have money to help you further your education they will come and pick you to stay with them in Accra and we learn it from them.

Dressmaking, like cane weaving, also tends to be seen as a trade for school dropouts because of the limited literacy requirement and lack of modernization of the profession; hence, it carries little prestige. Moreover, it is a relatively cheap profession to enter, only requiring the purchase of a sewing machine, making it attractive to those with fewer resources (Aryeetey, Doh, and Andoh 2013). Whereas some young dressmakers decide to pursue a dressmaking apprenticeship because of an interest in clothing and fashion (Langevang 2017), a much more common explanation is that they were pushed into the profession by their family as they were unable to further their education beyond JHS. As one dressmaker noted:

I wanted to be a nurse but because of financial problems I didn’t get that opportunity, so my parents asked me to learn this seamstress work. At first I didn’t like it, but I don’t have any choice. I have to do it.

In contrast, although many hairdresser apprentices claimed to have had other career plans, which often included furthering their formal education, they were generally attracted to the hairdressing profession because of its modern image and association with literacy and looking smart (Langevang and Gough 2012). A young hairdresser explained how while at school her ambition had been to become a journalist, bilingual secretary, or even a news reader so she could be on the television. When that proved unrealistic, she switched to hairdressing, which she saw as a profession that would also enable her to gain respect:

I found out that hairdressing is also good work. … I have to come out as somebody. I was thinking, when you are a journalist you have to be looking smart. OK, I can see that hairdressers also look very smart. So, I decided to start that.

Some young hairdressers emphasize their professional identity and superior skills, stressing that the profession is not for the uneducated (Langevang and Gough 2012). Similarly, young men entering the auto repair business no longer regard it as a trade for uneducated youth due to the increasing proliferation of electronic vehicles and the need to have some basic information and communication technology knowledge before entering the profession.

These changes highlight the complexity of the skills the apprentices have to learn, combined with the formalization of part of the training and official certificates awarded (Yankson and Owusu 2015). This shows how the four trades have different relationships to geographically bounded communities of practice, which, together with the materialities, technologies, and spatialities of the learning process and the regulatory apparatus, affect who enters the professions and how. It also paints a very different picture than the one put forward by Mills and Kraftl (2014), who suggested that young people “should willingly engage in informal educational programmes and themselves identify the issues that should be addressed” (3). Although some young people willingly enter apprenticeships, others are pressured into this form of informal education, often only complying as they are aware that it can enable them to obtain vital skills for future livelihoods.

Apprentices typically work and learn for ten hours a day, six days a week, for a period of around three years. The length of time it takes to complete an apprenticeship varies depending on the competencies of the apprentice and “How fast his brain is” (Jaarsma et al. 2011, 444). Master craftpersons can have from one to as many as twenty apprentices, although they typically have two to five at differing stages of learning the craft. Hairdressing is the trade where the greatest number of apprentices are found; they are often visible due to their matching uniforms. Apprentices are unpaid but might receive a daily allowance (referred to as “chop money”) with which to buy food. This is rarely enough for the apprentices to live on; hence, they have to find ways of supplementing this money (see also Hanson 2005). Many apprentices interviewed reported being still dependent on their parents, again highlighting the importance of intergenerational relations. A gray area is what happens in the case of illness or an accident incurred on the job. As one auto repair apprentice claimed:

When the apprentices get wounded [on the job] sometimes their masters don’t take good care of them. They just sack them to go back to their homes to get healed before they come back again to work.

Whereas some master craftspeople are very supportive of their apprentices, taking good care of them personally and professionally, others take advantage of being in a position of power and exploit their apprentices, using them as free labor.
Common to the learning process for all four trades is the apprentices having to do a range of menial jobs, including fetching water, running errands, and, in the case of young women, looking after their madam’s children at the start of their apprenticeship. None of these activities have anything to do with acquiring skills but are tasks that the apprentices are obliged to perform. Gradually they become increasingly involved in the trade through an education system of “learning through observation,” which involves looking, learning, practicing, and perfecting skills over time. In addition to obtaining technical skills, social learning is a central aspect of apprenticeship training. The apprentices learn good customer service and other business-related skills and indirectly build up social relations that they can potentially take with them if they subsequently set up their own business. Although becoming a business owner is the aspiration of the vast majority of apprentices, not all have the resources or acumen to do so, resulting in them becoming informally employed with low wages and insecure conditions (Gough, Chigunta, and Langevang 2016).

Each trade has a particular order in which skills are learned. For auto repairers, a new apprentice will typically assist his coworkers in their work, including fetching tools, collecting parts, running errands, and cleaning the workshop. Gradually the apprentice will be trusted with doing the simpler errands, and cleaning the workshop. Gradually they become increasingly involved in the trade through an education system of “learning through observation,” which involves looking, learning, practicing, and perfecting skills over time. In addition to obtaining technical skills, social learning is a central aspect of apprenticeship training. The apprentices learn good customer service and other business-related skills and indirectly build up social relations that they can potentially take with them if they subsequently set up their own business. Although becoming a business owner is the aspiration of the vast majority of apprentices, not all have the resources or acumen to do so, resulting in them becoming informally employed with low wages and insecure conditions (Gough, Chigunta, and Langevang 2016).

The mode of learning underpinning this form of informal education is well captured by Lave and Wenger’s (1991) concept of “legitimate peripheral participation” within “communities of practice.” Their theory of learning has been influential in explaining how “old timers” pass on their skills to “novices” as a means for the community to reproduce itself (Fuller and Unwin 2011; Jaarsma et al. 2011), highlighting the intergenerational transfer of skills. Accordingly, learning involves a process of gradually moving from the periphery of a setting to becoming a fully accepted member of a professional community and in the process moving into a more powerful position. Learning is not achieved through the transmission of abstract and decontextualized knowledge from the teacher to the student but is seen as a social process involving the increased participation of the apprentice in the professional community (Lave and Wenger 1991).

It is important to acknowledge that informal education is not necessarily “free of societal ordering and control” but can be “governed by social norms and structured by gender and generational relations” (T. A. Smith and Phillips 2017, 70). Moreover, apprenticeships serve not only as the transfer of knowledge and skills but also as a gatekeeping structure and form of power relations by which knowledge can be transmitted or retained (Argenti 2002). According to Argenti (2002), “The apprenticeship relation represents first and foremost a negotiation of relations of power” (499). The prevalent view that “the master is infallible” results in a situation whereby “the apprentice is obliged in all cases of dispute to submit to the authority of the master” (Ahadzie 2009, 286). Complaints heard from both masters or madams and apprentices, however, reflect the contestation of the master-apprentice relationship and the possible renegotiation and changing boundaries of these relationships.

One trend that emerges from all four trades, to the frustration of many master craftspersons, is the move by apprentices away from completing full apprenticeships of around three years in duration to
only partial completion. In some cases, this occurs because the young people lack money to finish the entire training and in other instances because the apprentice decides to specialize in just one aspect of the trade to earn money sooner than would otherwise be the case. As young people in Ghana are increasingly being exposed through television and other media to a “fast life” that they want to partake in (Langevang 2008; Esson 2013), this is contributing to changing their aspirations. Especially the male apprentices explained that “times have changed” and they do not have the time or money to go through a long apprenticeship; they feel the need to generate an income to live up to their responsibilities of taking care of themselves and their families. Some apprentices also complained about the control and regimental life that an apprenticeship typically implies, emphasizing that they do not want to “feel bound” but wish to become independent as quickly as possible. This differs from the situation twenty years ago when Obidi (1995) found that “apprenticeship teaches devotion to duty and hard work and inculcates in the apprentice discipline and the desire to become an accomplished craftsman” (369).

Many cane weavers specialize in just one aspect of the profession, such as framing, weaving, or spraying. By training for a shorter period of time they can earn money sooner by working freelance for a master and the desire to become an accomplished craftsman and the wish to partake in (369).

The youth of today ... if they learn just how to fix a plug and brake they want to leave. Some of them have had access to money before they came to learn the job and when they see their masters making money they also want quick money so they leave with the mind to establish themselves after one or two years. ... Some don’t even want to learn the job but try to learn how to drive trotro [minibus] or taxi and then leave.

In a strategic move, some apprentices who have only partially completed their training team up with others in a similar situation to establish a joint workshop or move into activities such as driving commercial vehicles or the sale of spare auto parts. Becoming a driver is especially attractive to apprentices, as they can use their mechanical skills if the vehicles they are driving break down.

Similarly, young women do not always complete the full apprenticeship. A young woman might just learn hair braiding and then set up her own business specializing in this aspect alone. Not only is this a quick path to earning money, but it avoids the expense of having to invest in dryers that, due to their high cost, previously hindered many qualified hairdressers from being able to establish their own business. Within dressmaking, apprentices also increasingly only learn one aspect of the trade, such as overlocking or knitting. Moreover, in recent years some seamstresses have been drawn into the booming secondhand clothing industry (Brooks 2015), playing a key role in redesigning imported clothing to suit the styles, sizes, and climate of Ghana. For some aspiring seamstresses who are unable to complete their apprenticeship, such alteration work provides a way into self-employment. An alteration seamstress explained:

I did a seamstress apprenticeship for two years but I didn’t finish. I couldn’t complete because I got pregnant. That is how I landed myself into the alteration business. ... After delivering [giving birth] I came to sell second-hand clothes for four years at Makola market [central Accra]. Because of the hard work walking in the sun I decided to start doing this work. I had learned how to sew so I had knowledge of the basics and I felt that alterations would help me more.

Although some young people become an alteration seamstress by default, others start out with the intention of becoming one because the training at the vast secondhand market of Kantamanto in Accra only lasts a few months and is usually conducted between acquaintances with no contract made or fees charged. The trainee, however, only learns one skill, such as cutting or stitching, and hence is limited to doing this one task.

Many of the master craftspeople lamented this situation where young people only learn one aspect of the trade, seeing it as a lack of commitment and
complaining that “the young people are in a hurry” and are only interested in “fast money.” It can be argued, however, that for young people, learning one skill that they then practice is a more pragmatic way forward. As technologies and products become more sophisticated, as the next section shows, specialization is increasingly a rational decision for workers in the informal economy. Moreover, leaving an apprenticeship prior to completion enables those apprentices who are being exploited to escape and become independent. This in turn will have implications for the training of apprentices; as there will no longer be masters and madams who are skilled in all aspects of a trade, the training is likely to become shorter, more specialized, and consequently cheaper. These changes could have a major impact on the entire apprenticeship system, with apprentices no longer becoming “full participants” of large “communities of practices” (Lave and Wenger 1991) but instead participants of subcommunities of practice.

**Materialities, Technologies, and Spatialities of Learning**

The nature of the materials and technologies being used in the respective trades and changes in these over time affect the skills the apprentices need to attain and the type of education required. In the case of the auto repair and hairdressing trades, the nature of the work being undertaken has changed dramatically in recent years linked to technological and product development at a global scale. Changes in vehicle manufacturing technology have resulted in the use of computers to detect and rectify faults, skills that are beyond those acquired through the traditional apprenticeship system. Some masters require their apprentices to have senior secondary school education before starting their training, and many apprentices take the formal examinations to have the possibility of also obtaining employment with large-scale private and public-sector institutions on completion. This indicates how skills obtained in what is perceived as an informal education system can result in formal-sector employment, highlighting how informal education does not only lead to informal work.

The products used in hairdressing have also changed substantially in recent years. Through the mass media, Ghanaian women have become exposed to hairstyles that require new products (e.g., chemicals for straightening hair) and new techniques (e.g., hair relaxing and adding weave-ons), which have become increasingly available in Ghana due to trade liberalization (Oda 2005). These new styles and the associated products and processes result in few women being able to do their hair themselves, so they visit hairdressers frequently (Langevang and Gough 2012). For hairdressers to be able to work with the new hair products they have to learn new skills that were not formerly part of the apprenticeship training. Consequently, many apprentice hairdressers take courses and exams offered by their trade associations. This shows how, in both the auto repair and hairdressing trades, to enter the profession, apprentices require a higher level of formal education than previously, in most cases at least JHS, and in the case of auto mechanics and even some hairdressers, increasingly SHS. It also illustrates how informal and formal education do not necessarily constitute separate educational pathways but are often intersecting and can be combined.

This situation contrasts sharply with the cane weaving and dressmaking trades, where the technologies used have changed very little. Following the failure of early attempts to mechanize the profession, cane weavers are still using traditional techniques. Preparing the bamboo, making the frame, and then weaving and spraying the finished product are all done by hand. In the case of seamstresses, although electric sewing machines are increasingly replacing (or complementing) treadle sewing machines and new materials and fashion styles are constantly coming onto the market, the skills required and hence training undertaken by seamstresses have changed little over the years. As both professions are still using traditional techniques that do not require high levels of education, they suffer from the image of being for school dropouts. The cane industry is facing an additional problem regarding the sourcing of raw materials. As there is no cultivation of cane in Ghana, it has to be collected wild, which, as the weavers explained, is making it increasingly difficult for them to source cane. Problems accessing raw materials are not restricted to cane weavers in Ghana but are also reported for basket weavers in the north of the country who rely on straw (Olwig and Gough 2013) and for handicraft producers in other contexts (Gough and Rigg 2012; Harris 2016). For the cane weaving industry, this problem is
The Cane Weavers Association has entered discussions with the government regarding finding a secure working place, but their weak negotiating position resulted in the land allocated being too far away from any customers. As one of the masters stated, “This work does not like obscure places. It depends on a visible place. If you put us in an obscure place, then you knock the life out of our work.” Power struggles also take place between masters over access to land in prime locations, with the more established masters generally occupying the better spaces. These spaces of informal education are thus both informally and formally regulated.

In contrast, the female-dominated trades, as exemplified by the cases of the hairdressers and seamstresses, tend to operate out of the home of the madam or in wooden shacks or metal containers located close by (Gough 2010). Because it is not considered appropriate for women to live “rough,” as many of the male apprentices do, and there is rarely space for female apprentices to live with their madams, most female apprentices either live in their own home or stay with relatives or friends. Consequently, their home and work spaces are usually separate and their living arrangements are less physically challenging than the spaces occupied by many male apprentices, although they might still be cramped. Contrary to the image projected by studies of informal education in a Global North context, which tend to take place “in locales where young people themselves choose to be and are most comfortable—be they youth clubs, street corners, bus stops or religious institutions” (Mills and Kraftl 2014, 3), spaces of informal education can also be very challenging spaces for young people, especially young men.

Regulatory Apparatus

Although the apprenticeship system in Ghana is informal, in the sense that it has been subjected to limited state regulation and is largely self-regulated by the master craftspersons with no formal contracts entered into, there have been various attempts by the government to upgrade, formalize, and modernize the system. Since it was established in 1970, the NVTI has had a Department of Apprenticeships with the mandate of regulating and controlling all forms of apprenticeship training. Their focus, however, has predominantly been the provision of formal apprenticeship training at NVTI centers, with little engagement with the informal apprenticeship system (Palmer 2009). Consequently, in 2006, COTVET

compounded by acute competition from cheap imported Asian products, such as baskets, despite being made from poorer quality cultivated cane. The limited availability of the raw materials for cane weaving, alongside falling demand for their products, is directly affecting the number of apprentices that master cane weavers can take on.

In addition to the materialities and technologies of the learning process affecting the apprenticeship system, the spaces in which the learning process takes place affect who enters the respective trades and the apprentices’ learning experiences. The male-dominated trades tend to be clustered together in specific locations, enabling those within the profession to benefit from being able to collaborate and support each other, as well as increasing competition and lowering prices. Because space is at a premium, cramped working and living environments are common, as many of the apprentices also sleep at their workplaces, often in unsanitary conditions, blurring the distinction between home and workplace. The apprentices thus become participants in a geographically based community of practice where an important part of the learning process is being capable of navigating the environment (cf. Jaarsma et al. 2011).

Cane weavers lack not only a safe place to live but also a secure place to work. Master cane weavers have established themselves in a few key locations in the city, primarily alongside the busy roads their potential customers pass along, often at a slow speed due to the heavy traffic. Although the cane weavers’ presence is generally tolerated by the authorities, despite being illegal, due to their weak bargaining position they suffer harassment by officials and have had to move several times in relation to road expansions in recent years. According to the masters, this insecurity results in them being unable to expand their businesses as they would like and restricts the number of apprentices they take on. In turn, the lack of a secure living and working environment deters some young people from entering the profession. One of the apprentices recounted some of the challenges they face, which also demonstrates the blurring of home and work, claiming, “We don’t have a good place to sleep so when it is the rainy season it becomes such a problem for us. We don’t have a place for our items so it also disrupts our work.” The Cane Weavers Association has entered into discussions with the government regarding finding a secure working place, but their weak
was set up by the government, supported by various international development partners, to coordinate and oversee all aspects of technical and vocational education and formulate national policies for skills development across formal and informal sectors. An official from COTVET stressed that they have an informal-sector affairs division “tasked with developing policies and programs for strengthening informal apprenticeship training.”

In line with apprenticeships being seen as providing an option for young people who would otherwise be unemployed (Frazer 2006), an ambitious plan for a National Apprenticeship Program (NAP) was launched in 2011. The NAP, however, has had minimal impact due to its focus on placing a limited number of JHS graduates in an apprenticeship, many of whom reportedly have government contacts. Moreover, despite legislative regulations of informal apprenticeships being included in a number of Acts (e.g., the NVTI Act of 1970, Apprenticeship Training Regulations of 1978, and Children’s Act of 1998), which state, among other things, the minimum age of apprentices, masters’ or madams’ responsibilities toward apprentices, and the agreement, duties, and release of apprentices, these regulations have proved largely ineffective (Palmer 2009), with few masters and apprentices we spoke to even being aware of their existence.

Alongside state intervention, in recent years informal-sector associations have mushroomed in Ghana and elsewhere in sub-Saharan Africa (Lindell 2010). It has been argued that these associations form the strongest element of the apprenticeship institutional framework, playing a key role in the regulation and supervision of skills training (Haan and Serrière 2002; Palmer 2009). The nature of the role they play, however, varies according to the trade.

Among the more successful are the two main associations for hairdressers: the Ghana Hairdressers and Beauticians Association (GHABA) and the National Association of Beauticians and Hairdressers (NABH). Both associations have become involved in the standardization and monitoring of their respective professions through introducing class-based training of apprentices following a preset syllabus. The associations have also been involved in the development of the NVTI examination and certification of hairdressers, which all members are encouraged to take. “We want to bring the apprentices to a standard … we wanted a certificate which has weight and mixes the practical and theoretical aspects of hairdressing so we have worked with NVTI,” a GHABA executive explained. As part of this examination, the apprentice has to partake in practical tasks—such as setting up a salon, receiving customers, and treating their hair—as well as taking oral or written exams on theoretical aspects of hairdressing (Langevang and Gough 2012).

In addition, the hairdresser associations frequently hold training sessions and workshops to educate the madams in new techniques and products and to discuss their role as educators. Meetings are also held exclusively for the apprentices at the local level where they can exchange experiences and try to resolve their daily challenges. To promote their activities, the associations have created links to local private hair product manufacturers and transnational hairdresser networks. The professionalization of the training and modernization of the techniques have resulted in a formalizing of part of the apprenticeship system and the profession being seen as more modern and desirable by potential hairdressers than previously (Oda 2005). Consequently, although hairdressing has long been a trade that young women have entered, there has been a boom in the number of hairdressers since the late 1990s (Langevang and Gough 2012). As an executive of NABH explained, “Hairdressing is a good profession. The beauty industry is thriving … the future is bright.” Hairdressers who are members of one of the associations and have taken their NVTI exams often sell their services based on their education and ability to talk about their work in a professional way. Hence, through their affiliation with the association, hairdressers are able to distinguish themselves as the most qualified. A twenty-three-year-old hairdressing salon owner explained,

So many people they love to come here. … Because of the NVTI and the grade that I have, I have been telling them … my business here is different because I am having a professional work here.

The Ghana National Association of Garages (GNAG) includes auto mechanics, auto electrical technicians, auto welders, and motorbike mechanics. The Odawna branch of GNAG represents the auto repairers located there. The branch has been responsible for allocating plots of land to individuals to establish their workshops, although nowadays there is a long waiting list for plots and no more land to
allocate. This has resulted in some masters complaining that the only benefit of being a member of an association is that they help with funeral costs. The Odawna branch, however, has negotiated a tax rebate with the internal revenue agency for its members, and when a new product is introduced the manufacturers invite the auto repairers to seminars held at major hotels in Accra to enable them to learn the requisite skills. Members also reported that it was easier for them to obtain a loan if the chairman of the local association would act as a guarantor, which can be important for apprentices trying to set up in business.

The Ghana National Tailors and Dressmakers Association (GNTDA) is one of the largest informal-sector associations in Ghana, though it is currently experiencing falling membership. Similar to the hairdressers and auto mechanics associations, GNTDA has attempted to regulate the apprenticeship system by introducing a common apprenticeship registration form and a syllabus that includes some theoretical aspects and a common exam. The primary focus of their teaching is on the reproduction of practical skills; hence, the trade can be undertaken by young women with little schooling. Concerns have been raised among some dressmakers that there is a need to introduce more “modern” ways of making clothes, such as teaching fashion design and training in the use of patterns. One executive of the association lamented that lack of monitoring and regulating of skills training had implied that “dressmaking has become like a third-class job” and that many apprentices “learn to sew anyhow because the madams are not well trained.” Yet, elements of the leadership of the association believe that the old apprenticeship system, with its focus on practical skills and free-hand cutting, is adequate and does not need changing (Langevag and Gough 2012). Executives of the association lament that the government has done little to reduce imports of cheap garments from Asia and secondhand clothing, primarily from Europe and the United States, which they perceive to have ruined the industry by making it cheaper for Ghanaians to buy these rather than have garments made by a seamstress or tailor. Following lobbying by the GNTDA, however, the government introduced a “Friday wear campaign” that encourages all public-sector workers to wear “traditional” custom-made clothing on Fridays to try to counter the falling demand for such clothing. This strategy has been highly successful and, increasingly, in both the public and private sectors, uniforms are also being commissioned from seamstresses and tailors, helping to boost an otherwise flagging trade.

At each of the cane weaving sites in Accra, there is a local association with elected leaders. As the cane weavers have recognized the benefits of presenting a united front to the government, in particular in their efforts to obtain a secure and permanent working site, in 2012 an umbrella body—Countrymen Cane Weavers Association (CCWA)—was formed, with which the local associations are affiliated. Despite several promises from the government to resettle the cane weavers, this has not occurred and the CCWA is seen as being relatively weak by most cane weavers. Because CCWA sees its main task as being to secure a permanent location for their members to engage in their trade, it has not sought to deal with other issues, such as regulating or upgrading the apprenticeship system. Consequently, the training process has changed little and the association does not monitor the training process or examine apprentices.

This discussion of the activities of the respective trade associations shows how their roles and achievements vary. Some associations, typified by the cane weavers’ and dressmakers’ associations, either do not have the capacity to serve the interests of their members adequately or do not see the need to change the current apprenticeship system. The relative lack of leadership, combined with limited change in the techniques and tools used, has resulted in the education for these trades hardly changing. This is most extreme in the case of the cane weavers, who, out of the four trades studied, are the only ones unable to obtain a formal certificate. Other trade associations—as illustrated by the hairdressers and auto repairers—have established themselves as important actors playing an active role in supervising apprenticeship training and facilitating skills upgrades.

To ensure the quality of the training and build up a good reputation for their trade, these associations have increasingly played a key role in formalizing their professions by regulating the entry requirements, checking standards, producing certification, or encouraging the apprentices to pursue a formal NVTI qualification. Obtaining a formal certificate is increasingly important for apprentices who, due to greater mobility, are likely to look for work outside of the local area where they have trained, potentially even within the formal economy; the testimonials provided by an apprentice’s master or madam are
typically not recognized beyond the immediate community. Although the key aim of the associations' efforts is to raise the quality of the training and thereby the standard and value of the work done, the increased emphasis on formal education makes apprenticeships increasingly difficult for young people without any formal education to enter. By becoming more exclusive, the associations are in effect regulating young people's access to the world of work.

This analysis of the regulatory apparatus shows how informal education is not necessarily beyond the control of formal institutions. Although the impact of state policies directly aimed at regulating the apprenticeship system has been minimal, actions of the state, in particular following the lobbying of trade associations, can influence specific trades (either positively or negatively), which in turn affects the number of apprentices that master craftspersons can take on. The apprenticeship education system itself has been influenced more by the activities of the trade associations, which to varying degrees have introduced more formal modes of teaching and examining. It is important, however, not to overstate the governing role of these associations. Only a fraction of those operating within the trades have joined their respective associations; thus, they are not directly subject to their regulations (although they might still be indirectly influenced). As has been found for informal trade associations across Africa, their possibilities for instigating real change are relatively limited (Lindell, 2010).

The analysis in this section has illustrated how informal education systems are regulated by governments and other actors to varying degrees, have differing links to formal educational institutions, and might over time become partially formalized, blurring the formal–informal education divide. The degree of regulation that apprenticeships are exposed to has important implications for young people's motivations for and ability to enter a trade, their everyday praxes, and the materialities of their learning spaces. The formalization of the training systems, together with the introduction of new products and technologies and the corresponding skills needed to master these, have resulted in the professional image of some trades improving (e.g., hairdressing and auto mechanics), making them more attractive to prospective apprentices.

Conclusions

This article has explored the characteristics and changing nature of apprenticeships in Ghana, illustrating how they are an important form of informal education in a Global South context. In this concluding section, we turn to consider how these southern experiences provide a different picture of informal education compared with that in the Global North (Mills and Kraftl 2014), forcing a rethinking and revisioning of how we conceptualize education. Three key factors are highlighted: the core elements of an analytical framework developed to study informal education, the ambiguous and changing distinction between informal and formal education, and the need to expand the agenda of informal education within geography.

First, the analytical framework developed in this article has demonstrated how studies of informal education should include an analysis of regulatory institutions, which need to be linked to the people, everyday praxes, and power struggles they engage in and the materialities, technologies, and spatialities of learning. All of these factors are constantly being disrupted and remolded, although the extent and character of these changes differ between trades, related in part to the varying impact of processes operating from the global to the local level. As a result of processes of globalization, economic restructuring, and local socioeconomic change, young people are increasingly facing a constrained labor market and are concerned about the costs, time perspective, income-generating possibilities, and professional image of the trade they choose to enter. Valuing formal education and certification highly, which some of the trade associations have played a key role in introducing, young people consider trades that are unable to combine on-the-job training with more formal forms of education and produce certification on graduation as inferior. This, combined with the changing material conditions of the trades, has resulted in the aspirations and learning practices of the apprentices also evolving. Moreover, to shorten their time spent training and hence decrease the cost, and in some instances to escape the control of their masters or madams, many young people decide not to complete their apprenticeships and specialize instead in one part of a trade, a trend that is reforming the apprenticeship system radically. This shows the importance of considering power relations in spaces of informal education and how
young people are not only shaped by but can also shape informal education (Mills and Kraftl 2014).

Second, this analysis of the apprenticeship system in Ghana has implications for how we conceptualize informal education and the distinction between informal and formal education. Some aspects of the learning system remain informal, some are being formalized, and others are informalized, although the extent and nature of these changes vary considerably by trade. Although the apprenticeship system is classified as informal education, it does not always fall outside of formal regulatory mechanisms, illustrating how the boundary between informal and formal education is by no means clear-cut (Fuller and Unwin 2011). Consequently, as this study of informal education from a Global South context has demonstrated, scholars researching geographies of education need to rethink the informal–formal education divide and consider how processes of informalization and formalization can occur concomitantly.

Third, this article has highlighted the need to expand geographies of informal education to include apprenticeships, which are central to many young people’s attempts to generate livelihoods in the Global South. Rather like Rigg (2007) argued a decade ago for the agenda of the mobility turn to be expanded to consider livelihoods, studies of informal education by geographers need to move beyond their current Global North focus on cultural aspects to incorporate issues that have emerged as being relevant in a Global South context. This call to include livelihood-related issues in informal education scholarship should resonate beyond the Global South to include studies of apprenticeships conducted in the Global North. As Patchett (2017) recently argued, apprenticeships ought to become “a central geographical concern” (31). This applies not only to geographies of education but also to geographers who study labor and business dynamics, as apprenticeships affect access to labor markets and opportunities to establish a business.

Although the key aim of this article is to shape geographies of informal education from southern experiences (cf. Connell 2007), it is important that readers are not left with the impression that informal education in the Global South is only about livelihoods. As in a Global North context (Mills and Kraftl 2014), informal education in the Global South also involves learning about values, social character, and citizenship. Due to the relatively limited focus on these aspects of informal education in a Global South context by geographers to date, such areas also warrant further research.
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